Architect, and researcher of Industrial Design at the Department of Architecture,
d’Annunzio University of Chieti-Pescara, since 2010. He was involved in teaching in the
Universities of Florence and Milan, relating Masters in yacht design. Actually he is in
charge of teaching for the chair of Design 1 and cooperates with the chair of Design 2. He
is responsible for the organization of the workshop degree "Interior and exterior design of
sustainable living”. In 2013 he was appointed as Erasmus Coordinator of the Department
of Architecture. As a researcher, he works in the field of Industrial Design with a special
focus on naval sciences. In particular, the research activity has been expressed from the
early 90s through participation in national and international competitions of ship design,
and won several awards and commendations. Since 1995 he has developed a
considerable number of projects of pleasure boats, among which we highlight: The project
of a sailing boat of 10 meters. for yachting (1995), exhibited at the Days Neapolitan
design, "the Future of Design", edition of 1996. The proposal of a sailing boat of 13
meters. for cruising the Mediterranean (1998), winner of the first national project "two
boats to dream", the proposal of a sailing boat of 16 meters. High autonomy for cruising
the Mediterranean (1999), the project ranked third at the national competition "two boats to
dream", organized by the editorial magazine "Sail and Power." In 2003, he was graduate in
Pescara, with a thesis in yacht design with the project of a sailing yacht of 16 meters for
nautical tourism, and he was graduated with honors. He continued his academic career in
parallel to the professional one, paying its contribution in teaching, for the courses of
Industrial Design for boating, Yacht Design, Design 1, Design 2. Its activities include
tutoring and correlation degree in Industrial Yacht Design and Architectural Design. As an
architect, is profession started in 2003, as a yacht designer who collaborated with different
studies and shipyards of world wide renown. From 2003, He is in charge to AVC Naval
architects & Yacht designers team, from Rome. He was involved like project manager for
sailing, motor and mega yacht concept, awarded with national and international awards.
Member of the SIE (Italian Society of Ergonomics) and SID (Italian Scientific Society of
Design), has participated in several national and international conferences, as speaker of
its research products, among which are cited: "10 Meters Daysailer" for All ". Sustainable
Technological Solutions for Easy Navigation "AHFE 2012 (San Francisco)," The Visual
Pleasantness in Yacht Design: Natural Lighting, Views and Interior Colors "AHFE 2014
(Krakow)," Design for Inclusion. Differences and similarities between UD and DfA in the
field of Sailing Yacht Design "," 80 Feet Sustainable Motoryacht: Technological Solutions
Concept of the Living Spaces on Board "," Ergonomic Design eHealthcare: a Case Study
of eHealth Technology System ", AHFE 2015 (Las Vegas). He is an active participant in
Departmental research, organization of workshops, and publications of products research.
These included: the workshop of composition, "Playspace, questa è una piazza!" And the
"Pescara Summer School".

